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Revision Checklist For Igcse History Weiweiore
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet
the requirements of the Cambridge syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of
Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting
syllabus. Accounting principles and practices have been explained in simple
language to enhance the accessibility of the contents to students whose first
language is not English. The book reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of
Accounts syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved
by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike, and translated
around the world—from the winner of the 2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for
Achievement in International Literature. The House on Mango Street is the
remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in
Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of
vignettes-sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros'
masterpiece is a classic story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in
our time have touched so many readers. “Cisneros draws on her rich [Latino]
heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare prose, creat[ing] unforgettable
characters we want to lift off the page. She is not only a gifted writer, but an
absolutely essential one.” —The New York Times Book Review
SHP Advanced History Core Texts offer: - clear and penetrating narrative comprehensively explaining the content required for examination success thought provoking and relevant activities that explore the content and help
students think analytically about the subject - thorough exam preparation through
carefully designed tasks - a wide range of revision strategies including structured
content summaries Additional features include: - A focus route pathway for
independent learners - Learning Trouble Spots - which address common
misunderstandings - diagrammatic summaries of key areas of content and
historical issues - accessible summaries of recent historical debates. Weimar and
Nazi Germany is a comprehensive core text investigating the history of Germany
from the foundation of the Weimar Republic in 1918 to the collapse of the Nazi
regime in 1945. It covers all the exam modules on twentieth-century Germany and
is ideal for students studying AS or A level or equivalent for any examination
board.
"This Study Book covers the key knowledge for Option 11: Medicine in Britain,
c1250-present & The British sector of the Western Front, 1914-1918: injuries,
treatment and the trenches"--Back cover.
Provide complete support for your GCSE Modern World History candidates with
best-selling books and digital resources from an author you can really trust. GCSE
Modern World History is the leading textbook for GCSE and IGCSE Modern World
History courses. The core content of the Modern World History specifications is
comprehensively covered through lucid explanation and carefully selected source
material. The most popular option units and depth studies are covered in
sufficient detail to make separate purchase of topic books unnecessary.
Questions, activities and Focus Tasks are provided throughout to: - deepen
understanding of the content - develop evaluative and investigative skills - help
students become more independent learners - support exam preparation. This
Teacher's Resource Book includes structured support for every major task in the
Student's Book. This book is also available as an enhanced eLearning Edition on
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CD which offers every element of the Student's Book for use on interactive
whiteboards and school networks. 1 The First World War 9780719579738 2 The
USSR, Germany and the USA between the Wars 9780719579745 3 Co-operation
and Conflict 1919-1945 9780719579721 4 International Relations 1945-1990
9780719579752
Cambridge O Level Urdu as a Second Language Skills Builder: Reading and
Writing
The House on Mango Street
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics
Edexcel IGCSE ICT
IGCSE Chemistry

This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry
syllabus (0620) is fully updated for the revised syllabus from first examination
from 2016. Written by a team with teaching and examining experience,
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive
and accessible coverage of the syllabus. Suggestions for practical activities are
included, designed to help develop the required experimental skills. Exam-style
questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material
on the CD-ROM are designed to help students maximise their chances in their
examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are
provided on the CD-ROM.
This Conflict and Tension 1918-1939 Revision Guide is part of the popular Oxford
AQA GCSE History series. Written by our original author team to match the new
AQA specification, this guide covers exactly what your students require to
succeed in the Paper 1 Conflict and Tension 1918-39 Wider World Depth Study
exams. Recap key events with clear visual diagrams and brief points. Apply
knowledge with targeted revision activities that tests basic comprehension, then
apply understanding towards exam-style questions. Review and track revision
with progress checklists, suggested activity answers and Exam Practice
sections. Step-by-step exam guidance based on the popular 'How to' student
book feature - Examiner Tip features most up-to-date expert advice and identifies
common exam mistakes. Boost student confidence on all AQA GCSE Conflict
and Tension question types with revision activities such as Source Analysis and
How Far Do You Agree - Perfect for use alongside the Student Book or as a standalone.
The Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences series is tailored
to the 0653 and 0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019, and all components
of the series are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Cambridge
IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Coursebook is tailored to the 0653
and 0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019 and is endorsed for full
syllabus coverage by Cambridge International Examinations. This
interdisciplinary coursebook comprehensively covers the knowledge and skills
required in these courses, with the different syllabuses clearly identified.
Engaging activities in every chapter help students develop practical and
investigative skills while end-of-chapter questions help to track their progress.
The accompanying CD-ROM contains self-assessment checklists for making
drawings, constructing and completing results tables, drawing graphs and
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designing experiments; answers to all the end-of-chapter questions and automarked multiple-choice self tests.
Written by an experienced teacher, this concise and trusted revision guide has
now been updated. It includes everything students of all abilities need to build
their exam confidence. Dedicated vocabulary exercises are included to support
EAL students.
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for
Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This new edition, complete with
CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core
and extended curriculum topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The
book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision and exam practice
questions, background information and reference material.
Oxford AQA GCSE History (9-1): Conflict and Tension: The Inter-War Years
1918-1939 Revision Guide
The Schools History Project, Official Text
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Business Studies 5th edition
Mathematics Revision Guide: IGCSE

The Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Revision Guide supports students through their course,
containing specifically designed features to help students apply their knowledge as they prepare
for assessment.
The only endorsed resources for the Cambridge IGCSE® Enterprise (0454) syllabus. Bringing the
world of business into the classroom, this coursebook helps students identify, plan, implement and
evaluate their enterprise projects. The book has four sections based around the stages of the
project with theory integrated throughout. This helps students relate their practical Enterprise
project with the academic principles of business. With a foreword from the specialists at
Cambridge Judge Business School, this coursebook helps students appreciate Enterprise skills in
the world around them and talk to business people in their communities. Suggested answers to the
exam-style questions are in the teacher's resource.
Presents a collection of poems on the theme of racism, including the poem "Half-caste
Exam board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: Business First teaching: September 2017 First exams:
Summer 2019 Target success in OCR GCSE (9-1) Business with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to
create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge.
With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme
using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate their knowledge by working through clear and
focused coverage of the OCR GCSE Business specification - Test understanding and identify areas
for improvement with regular 'Check your understanding' activities and answers, plus end-oftopic 'I can' checklists - Improve exam technique through practice questions, expert tips and
examples of typical mistakes to avoid - Revise, remember and accurately use key business terms
with definitions alongside the text for quick and easy reference
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: History First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam:
June 2019 Confidently tackle curriculum change with the market-leading series for WJEC GCSE
History; relaunched to cover the new content and assessment requirements, this book helps every
student develop the in-depth knowledge and historical skills they need to achieve their best. Guides you through the key questions and content in the 2017 specification, with thorough and
reliable course coverage from a team of expert examiners, teachers and authors - Builds
understanding of Welsh, British and wider-world history through a clear, detailed narrative that
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is accessible to all learners - Enables students to practise and improve their enquiry, analytical
and evaluative skills as they progress through carefully-designed activities in each chapter Enhances subject knowledge and interest by including a range of stimulating source materials for
discussion and reflection - Prepares students for assessment with practice questions, sample
responses and step-by-step guidance on approaching questions
WJEC GCSE History Changes in Health and Medicine c.1340 to the present day and Changes in
Crime and Punishment, c.1500 to the present day
Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision Guide
GCSE Computer Studies for You
GCSE Modern World History

Chemistry for IGCSE is endorsed by CIE and completely matches specification 0620. It is
written in a clear and direct manner by a team of experienced authors and CIE examiners,
making it ideal for international school students. It takes an exam focus and features
include exam-style questions, activities, case studies, key points & did you know?
This revised set of resources for Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies syllabus 0450 (and
Cambridge O Level Business Studies syllabus 7115) is thoroughly updated for the latest
syllabus for first examinations from 2015. Written by experienced teachers, the
Coursebook provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus. Accessible language
combined with the clear, visually-stimulating layout makes this an ideal resource for the
course. Questions and explanation of key terms reinforce knowledge; different kinds of
activities build application, analytical and evaluation skills; case studies contextualise the
content making it relevant to the international learner. It provides thorough examination
support for both papers with questions at the end of each chapter and an extensive case
study at the end of each unit. The CD-ROM contains revision aids, further questions and
activities. A Teachers CD-ROM is also available.
The Confident Teacher offers a practical, step-by-step guide to developing the habits,
characteristics and pedagogy that will enable you to do the best job possible. It unveils the
tacit knowledge of great teachers and combines it with respected research and popular
psychology. Covering topics such as organisation, using your body language effectively,
combatting stress, managing student behaviour, questioning and feedback, and developing
confident students, it shows how you can build the confidence and skill to flourish in the
classroom. This book will be an essential resource for all qualified and trainee teachers
wanting to reach their full potential in this challenging but rewarding profession.
Collins IGCSE Spanish as a Foreign Language provides comprehensive coverage of the
Cambridge IGCSE Spanish (0530) syllabus. With a clear structure and engaging content,
the Student's Book has been carefully planned around topic-based units so that language
learning and skills development can be taught in real-world contexts. All four skills
(reading, writing, listening and speaking) are fully covered in a skills-based
communicative approach. Content is relevant to the age group and so provides engaging
and motivating learning opportunities in real-world contexts. All topics, grammar and
vocabulary are mapped to the syllabus, with clear learning objectives highlighted for each
section of each unit. Units follow a carefully planned, consistent structure allowing for
reinforcement and progression at every stage. The course caters for all levels of ability,
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including the needs of students with less experience of Spanish or those who need more
support. Each unit starts with a Listo page to allow for revision and consolidation of earlier
language learning. An Introductory unit also serves as a language refresher as well as being
specifically designed to engage and enthuse students at the start of the course. The
Student's Book also offers opportunities for those looking for an extra level of challenge,
with activities included to stretch higher-ability students. The layout of the book is clear
and accessible, with boxed features highlighting key points of grammar, vocabulary or
suggestions for taking things further. A checklist towards the end of the unit encourages
students to reflect on their progress, and is followed by a useful vocabulary section for
ease of reference. Each unit also includes an "El Mundo hispanohablante" spread which
offers stimulating, thought-provoking and enjoyable insights into the culture and society
of Hispanophone countries. Opportunity for practice, consolidation and revision is
provided throughout the course, with exam-style questions in Listening and Reading
included to help students develop their skills for success. Audio files are available as a free
download from the Collins website for listening comprehension exercises and
development of oral fluency. This resource supports both the IGCSE Spanish (0530) and
and IGCSE (9-1) 7160 syllabuses. Collins is working with Cambridge Assessment
International Education for endorsement of this title to support the full syllabus for first
teaching from 2019 and first examination from 2021.
Exam board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Design and Technology First teaching:
September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 Target success in WJEC GCSE Design and
Technology with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Key content
coverage for Engineering Design, Fashion and Textiles and Product Design is combined
with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that you can rely on to
review, strengthen and test your knowledge. With My Revision Notes you can: - plan and
manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - consolidate
subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks
and answers - improve exam technique through practice questions, expert tips and
examples of typical mistakes to avoid - get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and
answers to the practice questions available online.
Cambridge Assessment International Education - Cambridge IGCSE ® Spanish Student's
Book
Complete Chemistry
Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies Coursebook with CD-ROM
Developing successful habits of mind, body and pedagogy
Oxford AQA GCSE History (9-1): Britain: Migration, Empires and the People
c790-Present Day Revision Guide
This fresh set of resources for Cambridge IGCSE Sociology
syllabus 0495 (and Cambridge O Level Sociology syllabus
2251) is carefully crafted to match and support the revised
syllabus for first examination in 2016. Written in clear and
accessible language, the Coursebook provides comprehensive
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coverage of the syllabus in a visually-stimulating format.
Key sociological research combined with case studies and
thought provoking questions help in understanding concepts.
Features such as Key terms and Revision checklists further
reinforce learning and understanding of core subject areas.
Engaging activities help in applying knowledge in various
contexts and building interpretation, analytical and
evaluation skills. The book provides complete exam support
with each chapter culminating in exam-style questions and a
further chapter dedicated to revision, and examination
skills and practice. A Teachers CD-ROM is also available.
Stephen Pople, one of today's most respected science
authors, has created a totally new physics book to prepare
students for examinations. Complete Physics covers all
syllabuses due to a unique combination of Core Pages and
Further Topics. Each chapter contains core material valid
for all syllabuses. Further Topics at the end can be
selected to provide the right mix of pages for the syllabus
you are teaching. Key Points: · Totally new book constructed
from an analysis of all GCSE Physics syllabuses including
IGCSE, CXC, and O'Level · Sets the traditional principles of
physics in a modern and global perspective and uses
illustrations with a worldwide context · Extra topics to
give a truly rounded curriculum · Double-page spread format
· Ideal for those students intending to take physics to a
more advanced level
Send students into their exam with the confidence to aim for
their best with this formula for effective and structured
revision including guidance that helps students practice
vocabulary, grammar and all four skills. - Enable students
to avoid misconceptions with common mistakes highlighted
throughout - Build students' vocabulary and grammar
knowledge with recaps for each topic - Develop students'
reading, listening, speaking and writing skills through
short questions for every topic - Allow students to identify
areas for improvement with sample answers and commentary for
exam-style questions throughout - Prepare students for the
exam with extra exam-style questions to try at the back,
plus revision tips throughout - Allow students to mark their
own responses using the answers in the back of the book This
title has not been through the Cambridge Assessment
International Education endorsement process.
Revision Guide to support students of Cambridge O Level
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Biology through their course and help them to prepare for
assessment.
Written with the international student in mind, this book is
endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations and
contains the most up-to-date case studies, global examples
and statistics. - In-depth coverage of every aspect of the
latest Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics syllabuses to
help students build the skills needed to succeed - Engaging
and contemporary case studies and examples ensure the book
is relevant to the international student - Accessible
language and key terms defined to support ESL/EAL students Student-focused CD-ROM provides useful weblinks to the
latest case studies, interactive activities and answers to
the questions in the textbook "A stimulating and exciting
introduction to Economics that enables students from
anywhere in the world to relate to the subject." Caroline
Loewenstein, Economics and Business Education Association
Cambridge International Examinations and Hodder Education
Hodder Education works closely with Cambridge International
Examinations and is an authorised publisher of endorsed
textbooks for a wide range of Cambridge syllabuses and
curriculum frameworks. Hodder Education resources, tried and
tested over many years but updated regularly, are used with
confidence worldwide by thousands of Cambridge students.
My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE (9-1) Business
Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History Foundation Medicine Through Time,
C1250-present Student Book
German
The Confident Teacher
Half-Caste and Other Poems
With a clear, concise approach, this comprehensive resource
will support your EAL learners in understanding key
scientific concepts. A step-by-step approach will help every
learner reach their potential in science. This second
edition is up-to-date for the latest Cambridge syllabus, and
we are working with Cambridge towards endorsement.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International
Education to support the full syllabus for examination from
2020. Discover business theory beyond the classroom by
exploring real-world international businesses through case
studies; rely on a tried-and-tested Student's Book to ensure
full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE and O Level
Business Studies syllabuses (0450/0986/7115). - Encourage
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understanding with engaging case studies and clear and
lively text gradually building content knowledge. - Develop
application and evaluation skills with hundreds of engaging
activities and examination-style questions throughout. Deepen understanding through systematic syllabus coverage
and a spiral structure revisiting material in a structured
way. - Navigate the syllabuses confidently with subject
outlines clearly defined at the start of each chapter and
syllabus-matching section headings. - Check understanding
with revision checklists enabling reflection, and suggested
further practice. - Reinforce learning with selected answers
and additional multiple-choice questions as well as a
glossary of key terms online. Available in this series:
Student Textbook Fifth edition (ISBN 9781510421233) Student
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420106) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420113) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421257) Online
Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424128) Study and Revision
Guide (ISBN 9781510421264)
An investigative approach to Cambridge IGCSE Geography,
written in partnership with the Geographical Association.
Encourage students to make links between case studies and
their own local contexts as well as exploring the core
themes and skills of the 0460 syllabus in the context of
global case studies and processes. Prepare for exam success
with full coverage of the core themes of Paper 1 (Population
and Settlement, The Natural Environment, Economic
Development and the Use of Resources) as well as the
geographical and fieldwork skills elements of Papers 2, 3
and 4. Help students focus on achieving the best grades with
excellent exam support for each Paper, with exam-style
questions, answers at different levels and accompanying
comments. Be confident in the content and approach - this
resource is written by highly experienced Geography
teachers, consulted edited by a CIE Principal Examiner, and
produced in partnership with the UK Geographical Association
- the home of best practice in Geography teaching.
An activity-led, engaging resource that offers flexible
support for students at all levels through the Cambridge O
Level Urdu as a Second Language syllabus. Designed to guide
learners through the Cambridge O Level Urdu as a Second
Language syllabus (3248), the Skills Builder also covers the
reading and writing components of the new Cambridge IGCSE®
Urdu as a Second Language syllabus (0539). Authentic,
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culturally relevant material selected by experienced authors
and syllabus experts stimulates language awareness and
critical thinking in teenage learners. Engaging, progressive
activities offer flexible support to help students at all
levels hone their skills and reach their individual
potential, while self-assessment advice and exam-style
questions at the end of each unit build confidence in the
use of the Urdu language.
This second edition of a GCSE computer studies text includes
chapters on personal computers and desktop publishing,
spreadsheets and their applications, and detailed case
studies illustrating how a computer system can revolutionize
the working environment. The Data Protection Act is also
included, together with project work, an extended section on
coursework, advice on how to revise and hints on how to pass
examinations. Key words are explained in the text in context
and highlighted with bold type, and also explained in an
extensive glossary.
Cambridge IGCSE Modern World History
Cambridge IGCSE Geography
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology
Complete Physics
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM
Complete Chemistry is a revised and enlarged edition of the popular GCSE Chemistry
improved to bring it totally up-to-date. This book covers all syllabuses with core material, for
Double Award, and extension material, for Science: Chemistry. The breadth and depth is
sufficient to stretch your students aiming for the top grades and makes it an excellent
foundation for those intending to progress to advanced level chemistry. Key Points: · Now
includes all the necessary topics for IGCSE · Concepts and principles of chemistry presented
in a clear, straightforward style · Lively and colourful coverage of the relevance of chemistry in
the real world · End of chapter testing with more challenging and structured questions ·
Examination style questions · Pagination remains the same as GCSE Chemistry so that the
two can be used alongside each other
This comprehensive guide will prepare candidates for the test in all 50 states. It includes four
complete practice exams, a real estate refresher course and complete math review, as well as
a real estate terms glossary with over 900 terms, and expert test-prep tips.
GCSE Computer Studies for YouNelson Thornes
This title covers the entire syllabus for Cambridge International Examinations' International AS
and A Level Biology (9700). It is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it
ideal for students studying both the AS and the A Level and also those taking the AS
examinations at the end of their first year. - Explains difficult concepts using language that is
appropriate for students around the world - Provides practice throughout the course with
carefully selected past paper questions at the end of each chapter We are working with
Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this title.
Fully updated and matched to the Cambridge syllabus, this stretching Student Book is trusted
by teachers around the world to support advanced understanding and achievement at IGCSE.
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The popular, stretching approach will help students to reach their full potiential. Written by an
experiencedauthor, Stephen Pople, this updated edition is full of engaging content with up-todate examples to cover all aspects of the Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will
lead students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and practical
skills with regular questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest
ability students and prepare them to take the next step in their learning.Practice exam
questions will consolidate student understanding and prepare them for exam success.Each
book is accompanied by free online access to a wealth of extra support for students including
practice exam questions, revision checklists and advice on how to prepare for an examination.
Proofreading, Revising & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Cambridge International A and AS Level Geography Revision Guide ePub
My Revision Notes: WJEC GCSE Design and Technology
Complete Physics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Essential Physics for Cambridge Igcse(r) 2nd Edition

Ranging from the start of the ancient Mesoamerican calendar to
the collapse of the dot-com bubble, Another 366 Days tells the
engaging story of a significant event from every day of the
year. This second volume provides a fascinating chronicle of the
highs and lows of world history drawn from the worlds of
politics, economics, science, and culture.
Get your best grades with this Cambridge International AS and A
Level Geography Revision Guide. Manage your own revision with
step-by-step support from experienced examiners Garrett Nagle
and Paul Guinness Use specific case studies to improve your
knowledge of geographical patterns, processes and changes Get
the top marks by applying geographical terms accurately with the
help of definitions and key words Use the Revision Guide to
prepare for the big day:Plan and pace your revision with the
revision planner Use the expert tips to clarify key points Avoid
making typical mistakes with expert advice Test yourself with
end-of-topic questions and answers and tick off each topic as
you complete it Practise your exam skills with exam-style AS and
A2 questionsThe Revision Guide also has: Coverage of the whole
syllabus, including all 8 options An international focus,
including examples and case studies from around the world. Also
available: Cambridge International A and AS Level Geography
textbook (ISBN: 9781444123166) by Garrett Nagle and Paul
Guinness and endorsed by University of Cambridge International
Examinations. This title has not been through the Cambridge
endorsement process.
Complete support for the 20th Century section of the IGCSE
History syllabus with best-selling books and digital resources
from an author you can really trust. This new edition of Ben
Walsh's best-selling GCSE Modern World History provides a
comprehensive textbook for Cambridge IGCSE History covering the
20th Century core content and developing the necessary skills.
It provides a winning combination of features that will meet the
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needs of all students: - Clear, engaging and provocative author
text brings the 20th Century period to life and summarises
complicated history clearly without being simplistic - Focus
Tasks (exactly targeting each focus point of the 20th Century
part of the syllabus) steadily deepen students' understanding of
the content while progressively building their history skills Original and relevant source material - written and visual - is
used for historical investigation not just for illustration Exam Focus and Revision Tips help students acquire both the
necessary content knowledge and the essential conceptual
understanding In its previous editions this book has provided
students with what they need to achieve their best possible
results, and provided teachers with what they need to teach a
rewarding and worthwhile course. It's a winning combination. It
is endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Contents
How this book will help you to succeed in Cambridge IGCSE
History Section 1: Core Content Option B - International
Relations since 1919 Part 1 The Inter-War Years 1919-1939 1 Were
the peace treaties of 1919-23 fair? 2 To what extent was the
League of Nations a success? 3 Why had international peace
collapsed by 1939? Part 2 The Cold War and the Gulf, 1945-2000 4
Who was to blame for the Cold War? 5 How effectively did the USA
contain the spread of Communism? 6 How secure was the USSR's
control over Eastern Europe, 1948-c.1989? 7 Why did events in
the Gulf matter c.1970-2000? Exam Focus: core content option B
Section 2: Depth Studies 9 Germany, 1918-45 8 Russia, 1905-41 10
The USA,1919-41 Exam Focus: depth studies This book is supported
by online Teaching and Learning resources powered by Dynamic
Learning. These provide extensive ICT-based activities for all
key topics which will help refine students' historical thinking
and focus their revision.
This Britain: Migration, Empires and the People c790-Present Day
Revision Guide is part of the popular Oxford AQA GCSE 9-1
History series. Written by our original author team to match the
new AQA 9-1 GCSE specification, this guide covers exactly what
your students require to succeed in the Paper 2 Migration
Thematic Study exams. - Recap key events with clear visual
diagrams and brief points - Apply knowledge with targeted
revision activities that tests basic comprehension, then apply
understanding towards exam-style questions - Review and track
revision with progress checklists, suggested activity answers
and Exam Practice sections - Step-by-step exam guidance based on
the popular 'How to...' student book feature - Examiner Tip
features most up-to-date expert advice and identifies common
exam mistakes - Boost student confidence on all AQA GCSE
Migration question types with revision activities such Source
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analysis and Significance Perfect for use alongside the Student
Book or as a stand-alone resource for independent revision. This
revision guide helps your students Recap, Apply, and Review
their way towards exam success.
Edexcel International GCSE ICT Student Book provides complete
coverage of the 2009 Edexcel International GCSE specification,
so you can be sure you and your students have all the material
you need. For first teaching from September 2009 and first
examination in 2011.
Chemistry for IGCSE
Weimar & Nazi Germany
Cambridge O Level Biology Revision Guide
Teacher's resource book
Cambridge IGCSE Sociology Coursebook
This revision tool is a must for all Cambridge IGCSE Maths
students. It can be used as an ongoing reference book or as an
aid for final exam preparation. All areas of the CIE syllabus
are covered and examples are used that are typical of past-paper
questions with each step fully explained, answers provided and
grade descriptions available.
Print Student Book
Cambridge IGCSE® Enterprise Coursebook
Another 366 Days: More Stories From This Day in History
Cambridge igcse chemistry: rev guide. Per le Scuole superiori
Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Coursebook
with CD-ROM
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